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 	Russia

Multiple Choice

Introduction

 1.	The chief political and economic architect of the 1917 Russian Revolution that created the Soviet Union was:
A. Baryshnikov	*B. Lenin	C. Gorbachev
D. Marx	E. Stalin

 2.	The former Soviet Union lasted about _____ years.
A. 40	*B. 70	C. 120
D. 1,000	E. 10

 3.	The final leader of the Soviet Union was:
A. Baryshnikov	B. Lenin	*C. Gorbachev
D. Marx	E. Stalin

Dimensions and Distributions

 4.	Which of the following countries is close in territorial size to Russia today?
A. United States	B. China	C. Australia	D. Canada	*E. None are about the same size as Russia

 5.	Most of the population of Russia is found in the:
*A. western part of the country	    B. Siberia	C. southern part of the country
D. central area	    E. area just south of the Ural Mountains

The Physical Environment

6.	The term ________ is used to describe an inland climate that is remote from the moderating influences of large water bodies.
A. climatology	B. soviet	*C. continentality	D. gyre	E. latitudeness

7.	A climatic condition that might benefit Russia in the future is: 
A. continentality	B. tundra	C. taiga	*D. greenhouse effect	E. permafrost

8.	Which of the following is true?
A. 	Climate refers to current conditions at a given location
B.  	Weather refers to long term average conditions
C. 	Russia’s climate may be described as tropical
*D. Climate refers to long term average conditions
E. 	Russia has no E climates

9.	The majority of Russia falls within the humid cold climate region. In the Köppen-Geiger classification scheme, this is signified by the letter:
A. A	B. B	C. C
*D. D	E. E

10.	The vegetation on a treeless plain (mostly mosses, lichens, and grasses) is known as:
A. taiga	B. ural	C. permafrost
*D. tundra	E. Kola

11.	The vegetation of coniferous forest at the southern end of the treeless plains is known as:
*A. taiga	B. ural	C. permafrost
D. tundra	E. Kola

12.	Frozen ground is known as: 
A. taiga	B. ural	*C. permafrost
D. tundra	E. Kola

13.	Topography refers to the: 
*A. surface configuration	B. permafrosted areas	C. the Central Asian Ranges
D. areas of tundra	E. the physiography of the BAM

14.	Which of the following physiographic subdivisions contains the heartland (and Moscow)?
A. the Ural Mountains	B. the West Siberian Plain	*C. the Russian Plain
D. the Central Siberian Plain	E. the Yakutsk Basin

15.	Which of the following is not a Russian physiographic region? 
A. Russian Plain	B. Ural Mountains	C. Caucasus	*D. Central Uplands	E. Caspian-Aral Basin

16.	The mountain chain in west central Russia that is often regarded as the boundary between Europe and Asia is called the:
A. Ukraines	*B. Urals	C. Caucasus	D. Central Asiatic Ranges	E. Carpathians

17.	Which of the following is not a Russian physiographic region?
A. the Ural Mountains	B. the West Siberian Plain	*C. the western highlands
D. the Central Siberian Plain	E. the Yakutsk Basin


Evolution of the Russian State

18.	Princedoms were known as:
A. Slavics	B. gorods	*C. russes
D. Hanseatics	E. Novos

19.	The modern Russian state, which began as a forest-based empire launched by Czar Ivan the Terrible, was centered in the city of:
A. St. Petersburg	*B. Moscow	C. Leningrad
D. Kiev	E. Vladivostok

20.	Which of the following statements is incorrect?
A. 	Russia’s core area centers on Moscow.
B. 	Moscow lies at the heart of what is commonly called the Central Industrial Region.
C. 	Nearly all Russian cities are overcrowded with most people residing in cramped living quarters.
*D. One of Moscow’s chief locational attributes is its coastal site on the Baltic.
E. 	The Bolsheviks restored Moscow as the capital after the 1917 Revolution.

21.	Seward’s Folly refers to:
A. 	the invasion of the Kiev Rus by the Vikings
B. 	the establishment of gorods
*C. the purchase of Alaska
D. 	the settlement of San Francisco by the Russians
E. 	none of the above

22.	Which of the following statements about Russia and North America is false?
A. 	Next to Canada and Mexico, Russia is the third closest neighbor to the United States.
*B. The Russians established forts and villages along the entire California coast.
C. 	The Russians sold Alaska to the United States in 1867.
D. 	The Bering Strait separates the United States from Russia.
E. 	The USSR was a United States ally in World War II.

23.	__________ was responsible for consolidating Russia’s gains in the early 1700s and in making a European-style state out of the loosely knit country.
A. Catherine the Great	*B. Peter the Great	C. Ivan the Terrible	D. Catherine the Terrible	E. Igor I

24.	The movement of the headquarters of the Russian Empire to St. Petersburg occurred so that the city could become a(n):
A. new capital	*B. forward capital	C. industrial site	D. continental city	E. none of the above
25.     Czarina Catherine the Great’s territorial acquisition thrust was aimed at:
*A. the warm-water Black Sea
B. 	establishing a Russian base in interior Canada
C. 	conquest of Western Europe in retaliation for Napoleon’s 1812 invasion
D. 	Mongolia
E. 	England

26.	In the early twentieth century, the Russians lost which of the following pieces of territory?
A. Afghanistan	B. Ukraine	C. Tatar	*D. Manchuria	E. Vladivostok

27.	Russian imperialism in the nineteenth century was aimed chiefly at:
A. Persia	*B. Central Asia	C. Poland	D. Ukraine	E. India

The Colonial Legacy

28.	A major difference between the colonial empire of Russia, on the one hand, and Britain and France on the other is that:
A. 	Britain and France kept their colonies for 50 years longer than Russia
*B. Russia’s empire is territorially contiguous
C. 	France attempted acculturation of its empire, but Russia did not
D. 	Russia only took colonies in Africa, whereas Britain and France established worldwide empires
E. 	Russia’s colonies were granted independence as part of the Bolshevik Revolution

The Soviet Legacy

29. 	In the Russian revolution of 1917:
A. 	the czars defeated the communists
B. 	the Bolsheviks defeated the Leninists	
*C. the Bolsheviks defeated the Mensheviks
D. 	the whites defeated the reds
E. 	the capitalists defeated the communists

30.	The Soviet Union consisted of 15:
A. Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republics	*B. Soviet Socialist Republics
C. Autonomous Regions	D. Provinces	E. none of the above

31.	The movement of the Soviet capital from Petrograd (St. Petersburg) to Moscow:
A. 	signaled a new emphasis on maritime power
B. 	was forced by the invasion of Tatar hordes
C. 	occurred during the time of the fighting between the Bolsheviks and the “Red” armies
*D. was symbolic of a new period in Russian political and economic history, whose chief
    	architect was V. I. Lenin
E. 	was nullified after the 1917 Revolution when the capital was returned to the city renamed
    	Leningrad

32.	Ethnic Russians constituted about ______ percent of the population of the former Soviet Union.
*A. 50	B. 25	C. 80
D. 10	E. 90

33.     Following Lenin’s policy of the right of self-determination:
*A.	Ukraine, Georgia, Armenia, Azerbaijan declared their independence
B.	Russia declared its independence
C.	individual industries had an opportunity to decide what they wanted to specialize in
D.  	all of the above
E. 	none of the above

34.	By far the largest of the fifteen former Soviet Socialist Republics in population was the:
A. Kazak SSR	B. Ukrainian SSR	*C. Russian SFSR
D. Turkmen SSR	E. Moldavian SSR

35.	The Soviet central planning agency was known as the:
A. gorod	*B. gosplan	C. Novgorod
D. Soviet	E. Varangian

36.	The term _________ refers to a huge state farm and literally means “a grain and meat factory” in which agricultural efficiency through mechanization and minimum labor requirements should be at its peak. 
A. Kuzbas	*B. sovkhoz 	C. gorod 
D. Ural	E. kolkhoz

37.	Which of the following is not found west of the Urals?
*A. the Baykal-Amur (BAM) railroad	B. Moscow 	C. the Kuznetsk Basin	D. the Volga-Don Canal	E. cold climates

38.	Which of the following Soviet programs was most successful?
A. Virgin and Idle Lands Project	B. Sovkhoz farms
C. Kolkhoz farms	D. Ethnic acculturation	*E. Industrialization

Russia’s Changing Political Geography

39. 	Russia today:
A. has only one ethnic group
B. is a Federation composed of autonomous areas based upon ethnicity
C. is a “democracy”	D. none of the above	*E. B and C above

40.     Inside the Russian Federation are about _____ separate entities.
*A. 21	B. 89	C. 5
D. 44	E. no separate republics are found in the Russian Federation
41.	The former Soviet Republics with the largest Russian minorities are:
*A. Tajikistan and Turkmenistan	B. Kazakhstan and Latvia	C. Armenia and Georgia		D. Belarus and Uzbekistan
E. None of the former Republics have significant Russian minorities

42.	The correct order of importance of the internal units of the former Soviet Union was:
*A. SSRs, ASSRs, and Autonomous Regions	
B. ASSRs, SSRs, and Autonomous Regions
C. Autonomous Regions, SSRs, and ASSRs
D. States, provinces, and SSRs
E. None of the above

Russian Republics: Table 2-2

43.	This Russian republic is between Ukraine and Romania and contains a Finno-Ugric people famous for their beekeeping. 
A. Chechen Republic	B. Mari Republic	C. North Ossetian Republic
D. Dagestan Republic	*E. Mordovian Republic

44.	This Russian republic has been under Russian domination since the 16th century and is located in the Volga River region
A. Chechen Republic	B. Mari Republic	C. North Ossetian Republic
D. Dagestan Republic	*E. Chuvash Republic

45.	This Russian republic is inhabited by Russians and Mari peoples and is highly urbanized.
*A. Mari Republic	B. Tatar Republic	C. North Ossetian Republic
D. Dagestan Republic	E. Chuvash Republic

46.	Heir to the Muslim khanate by Ivan the Terrible and now undergoing a renewed Muslim fervor.
*A. Tatar Republic	B. Karelian Republic	C. North Ossetian Republic
D. Dagestan Republic	E. Chuvash Republic

47.	This Russian republic in the Caucuses would like to join with another part of its traditional territory which is today in the country of Georgia.
A. Chechen Republic	B. Mari Republic	C. North Ossetian Republic
D. Dagestan Republic	*E. Tatar Republic

48.	Which of the following Russian republics is located north of Kazakstan and is important for both its oil and natural gas resources and its oil refining capacity?
A. Chuvash Republic	B. Buryat Republic	C. Kalmyk Republic
*D. Bashkort Republic	E. Tatar Republic
49.	This Russian republic contains 30 distinct nationalities, is located near the Chechen Republic,  and is dominated by agriculture and oil
A. Chechen Republic	B. Mari Republic	C. North Ossetian Republic
*D. Dagestan Republic	E. Mordovian Republic

50.	This Russian republic is located north of the Caucasus, is important for its oil refining capacity, and was recently separated from the Ingush Republic.
*A. Chechen Republic	B. Buryat Republic	C. Kalmyk Republic
D. Bashkort Republic	E. Tatar Republic

51.	This Russian republic fought a war for independence from Moscow during the 1990s. No final settlement of the independence issue is in sight.
*A. Chechen Republic	B. Buryat Republic	C. Kalmyk Republic
D. Bashkort Republic	E. Tatar Republic

52.	Which of the following is not a Russian internal republic?
*A. Armenia	B. Buryat Republic	C. Kalmyk Republic
D. Bashkort Republic	E. Tatar Republic

53.	This Russian republic is the smallest and least cohesive republic. Many refugees have entered this republic from the Chechen Republic and the North Ossetian Republic. Moscow has favored this republic with investment. 
*A. Ingush Republic	B. Mari Republic	C. North Ossetian Republic
D. Dagestan Republic	E. Mordovian Republic

54.	This Russian republic contains a population with affinities with an ethnic group in Georgia.
A. Chechen Republic	*B. North Ossetian Republic	C. Kabardino-Balkar Republic
D. Dagestan Republic	E. Mordovian Republic

55.	This Russian republic did not demand sovereignty or greater autonomy as the Soviet Union crumbled in 1992. One of the least troublesome Caucuses republics.
A. Chechen Republic	B. Mari Republic	*C. Kabardino-Balkar Republic
D. Dagestan Republic	E. Mordovian Republic

56.	This Russian republic is sometimes called the “Switzerland of Russia.”
A. Chechen Republic	           B. Mari Republic		*C. Karachayevo-Cherkess Republic    D. Dagestan Republic	E. Mordovian Republic

57.	This Russian republic contains a population which was exiled by Stalin to Soviet Central Asia during World War II amid much loss of life, alleging that the population was collaborating with the Germans. The people adhere to the Tibetan-Buddhist faith.
*A. Kalmyk Republic	B. Mari Republic	C. North Ossetian Republic
D. Dagestan Republic	E. Mordovian Republic
58.	This Russian republic contains territory gained from Finland, although the population is today about 70 percent Russian.
A. Chechen Republic	*B. Karelian Republic	C. North Ossetian Republic
D. Dagestan Republic	E. Mordovian Republic

59.	This Russian republic is located at the Arctic Circle and is known for its forest resources. It is inhabited by a Finnic people, although the majority are Russian
A. Chechen Republic	*B. Komi Republic	C. North Ossetian Republic
D. Dagestan Republic	E. Mordovian Republic

60.	This Russian republic is the largest of the republics within the Russian Federation. It is a permafrost-ridden, lightly populated area with significant mineral resources.
A. Chechen Republic	B. Mari Republic	C. North Ossetian Republic
*D. Sakha Republic	E. Mordovian Republic

61.	Which of the following Russian republics was first settled by Buddhist Mongols, but is today more than 70 percent Russian?
A. Chuvash Republic	B. Mari Republic	C. Kalmyk Republic
*D. Buryat Republic	E. Tatar Republic

62.	This Russian republic was once part of China and was, for a brief period, an “independent” state.
A. Chechen Republic	B. Mari Republic	C. North Ossetian Republic
*D. Tyva Republic	E. Mordovian Republic

63.	This proclaimed Russian republic has its capital at Vladivostok.
A. Chechen Republic	B. Mari Republic	C. North Ossetian Republic
*D. Primorskiy Kray (Maritime Region)	E. Mordovian Republic

Moscow and its Regions

64.	Russia today is governed by a _________ system. 
A. unitary	*B. federal	C. diverse
D. Marxist	E. distance decay

65.	The term that is used to indicate decreasing levels of spatial interactions with increasing distances is :
A. distance delay	B. state’s rights 	C. diversity theory
D. oblast 	*E. distance decay

66.	The Russian Republics have organized themselves in 8:
A. states	B. provinces 	C. federal states
D. common markets 	*E. Regional Economic Associations


Changing Social Geographies

67.	Which of the following is not one of the areas of internal challenge to Russia identified in the textbook?
A. crime	B. alcoholism 	C. corruption
D. unemployment	*E. overpopulation

68.	The geopolitical theory that indicates that the rimland is the key to control of the world was forwarded by:
A. Marx	B. Mackinder	*C. Spykman
D. Lenin	E. Gorbachev

 69.	A Russian word that entered the international vocabulary meaning openness is:
*A. glasnost	B. russification	C. perestroika	D. taiga	E. none of the above

70.	Which of the following is not one of the areas of external challenge to Russia identified in the textbook?
A. 	Chinese assertions of claims over Russian territory.
B. 	Concern over the fate of ethnic Russians living in former Soviet republics.
C. 	Interest in the oil and natural gas in the Caucasian area.
D. 	Remaining a champion of Slavic interest in Eastern Europe.
*E. Claims by Romania on territory in the Dagestan Republic.

Russian Core

71.	A national core area:
A. 	often contains a state’s capital city
B. 	incorporates the nation's largest population cluster
C. 	contains the region with the country’s most efficient communications networks
D. 	exhibits the country’s strongest cultural imprints
*E. displays all of the characteristics listed above

 72.	St. Petersburg:
A. 	lies on the doorstep of Siberia, a binding force between eastern and western realms of the USSR
B. 	was always a competitor for Moscow, but did not become the capital of Russia until the
    	1917 Revolution
*C. was formerly called Leningrad and Petrograd after Peter the Great
D. 	lies at the head of the Gulf of Bothnia
E. 	has always been the country’s most important Black Sea port
73.	The core area of the Soviet Union:
A. 	includes the great cities of the Far East
B. 	centers on Leningrad and includes such urban places as Novgorod and Basin
*C. incorporates the Central Industrial Region, at the heart of which lies the city of Moscow
D. 	has been overtaken by the Novosibirsk region east of the Urals
E. 	extends into recently absorbed Eastern Europe, and now includes Poland and Hungary

74.	Which of the following is not an important manufacturing region of the Soviet Union?
A. Volga Region	B. Urals Region	C. Donbas Region	D. Central Industrial Region	*E. the Muslim region of central Asia

75.	Which of the following cities is the Soviet Detroit?
A. Moscow	B. St. Petersburg	C. Vladivostok
*D. Nizhniy Novgorod	E. Tula

76.	The railroad network of the Soviet Union radiates from Moscow, providing the city with a high degree of:
A. inaccessibility	*B. centrality	C. diversity	D. unity	E. complementarity

77.	The ________ River is most closely associated with the region known as the Povolzhye.
*A. Volga	B. Amur	C. Danube
D. Dnieper	E. Dan

78.	The Povolzhye has been helped by all of the following except the:
A. Volga-Dan Canal	B. large petroleum reserves	C. Volga River	*D. Virgin Lands Scheme	E. distance from European conflicts


Southern Peripheries

79.	A mountain range located between the Black Sea and Caspian Sea is the:
*A. Caucasus	B. Povolzhye	C. Urals
D. Cossacks	E. Sovkhoz

80.	The Transcaucasian area includes all of the following except:
A. Georgia	B. Armenia	C. Azerbaijan
D. Nagorno-Karabakh	*E. Kirghizstan

81.	The former Soviet Republic on the Black Sea containing the birthplace of Stalin is:
A. Azerbaijan	B. Moldavia	*C. Georgia
D. Russia	E. Armenia
82.	This former Soviet Republic, with capital at Yerevan, lies near the Turkish border and has recently experienced both an earthquake and ethnic upheaval between its Christian and Muslim population.
A. Belorussia	B. Azerbaijan	C. Georgia
*D. Armenia	E. Kirghizstan

83.	Armenia is in conflict with which other former Soviet Socialist Republic?
A. Georgia	B. Armenia	*C. Azerbaijan
D. Nagorno-Karabakh	E. Kirghizstan

84.	This region is 75 percent Armenian, but is located within Muslim Azerbaijan.
A. Georgia	B. Armenia	C. Azerbaijan
*D. Nagorno-Karabakh	E. Kirghizstan

85.	Which of the following cities is an oil center in the Azerbaijan?
A. Moscow	B. White Russia	*C. Baki (Baku)
D. Leningrad	E. Bucharest

86.	The break-away section of Georgia, originally supported by the Russians, is:
A. Armenia	B. Azerbaijan	*C. Abkhazia
D. Dagestan Republic	E. Komi Republic

87.	This former Soviet Republic contains the oil city of Baki (Baku) and its people have ethnic affinities with Iran. Recently, the Armenian population of this area became refugees. 
*A. Azerbaijan	B. Moldavia	C. Georgia
D. Estonia	E. Turkmenistan

88.	Which of the following people look across their border to Iran because they share a common Shiite Muslim faith?
A. Georgians	B. Armenians	*C. Azeris
D. Nagorno-Karabakhians	E. Russians

89.	The territory in dispute between Azerbaijan and Armenia is:
A. Georgia	B. Abkhazian	C. Nakhichevan
*D. Nagorno-Karabakh	E. South Ossetia


The Eastern Frontier

90.	The Kuzbas region:
A.	contains the city of Novosibirsk
B.	is also called the Kuznetsk Basin
C.	has developed in part because of the central planning activities of the former Soviet Union
D.	contains both iron and coal deposits
*E.	all of the above
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91.	Which of the following cities is located within the Kuzbas Region?
*A. Novosibirsk	B. Vladivostok	C. Qaraghandy
D. Krivoy Rog	E. Kiev

92.	An industrial area east of the Kuzbas is centered around:
A. Kiev	B. Uzbekistan	*C. Lake Baykal
D. Odessa	E. Siberia

Siberia

93.	Compared with the area of the coterminous United States, Siberia is:
*A. larger	B. much smaller	C. about the same size

94.	The region your textbook refers to as “Russia’s Freezer” is:
A. Kazakstan	B. Uzbekistan	*C. Siberia
D. Azerbaijan	E. Kirghizstan

The Russian Far East

95.	Japanese investment in Russia’s Far East has been held up by a dispute over:
A. the Amur River	*B. Kurile Islands	C. Manchuria
D. Sakhalin Island	E. Vladivostok

96.	An island with significant oil potential that may prove to change the economic geography of the Russian Far East is: 
A. Hainan	B. Kurile Islands	C. Manchuria
*D. Sakhalin Island	E. Vladivostok

Facing the Barents Sea

97.	The Russian port of ______ is kept open by warm water from the North Atlantic.
A. Vladivostok	B. Odessa	*C. Murmansk
D. St. Petersburg	E. Baki (Baku)

98.	These two cities act as Russian ports facing the Barents Sea in the north.
A. Kiev and Odessa	B. Murmansk and Vladivostok	
C. Tyva Republic and Yakutia	D. Arkhangelsk and Odessa	
*E. Murmansk and Arkhangelsk

	Chapter 2
 	Russia

True-False

Introduction

 1.	Stalin was the Soviet state's first Marxist leader. (F) 

 2.	Lenin led the former Soviet Union during World War II. (F) 

 3.	Gorbachev was the last communist dictator. (T) 

 4.	The five former Central Asian Soviet republics now constitute Turkestan. (F) 

Dimensions and Distributions

 5.	Russia is the world’s largest state in population size. (F)  

 6.	The north‑south mountain range in the central USSR which is often regarded as the “boundary” between Europe and Asia is called the Ural Mountains. (T) 

 7.	The great majority of the Soviet Union’s inhabitants are concentrated to the east of the Ural Mountains. (F) 

 8.	Continentality is used to describe many of the climates of Russia. (T) 

 9.	Russia is about twice as large as the United States in area. (T) 

10.	The Russian population today is about 145 million. (T) 

The Physical Environment

11.	The mountain ranges in the north of Russia act as a significant barrier to the flow of Arctic air masses, resulting in a warmer climate than might otherwise be expected. (F) 

12.	In general, the north and west of Russia are flat, the south and east are mountainous. (T) 

13.	The Russian Plain is essentially an eastward continuation of the North European Lowland. (T) 

14.	The Ural Mountains, which run north-south across the Russian republic, are a formidable obstacle to east-west transportation. (F) 

15.	Permafrost is a barrier to settlement in the Central Asian Ranges. (F) 

Evolution of the Russian State

16.	Following the fall of Kiev to the Tatars, the principality of Leningrad became the center of Russian power. (F) 

17.	At one point in history, the Lithuanians competed with the Russians for hegemony over much of Eastern Europe. (T) 

18.	The Cossacks were frontier people who originally came from Ukraine and eventually reached North America. (T) 

19.	The real territorial expansionism we associate with Russia came with communism. (F) 

20.	Moscow has continually served as the Russian/Soviet capital city since the rule of Peter the Great. (F) 

21.	Murmansk was established as a forward capital on the Barents Sea. (F) 

22.	In their eastward drive, the Russians were always careful not to annex any Chinese territory. (F) 

23.	The Russians were forced out of Manchuria as a result of the Russo-Japanese War of 1905. (T) 

24.	The Russians, in their eastward push, even reached Alaska—but they never did enter the territory of the contiguous United States. (F) 

The Soviet Legacy

25.	Glasnost means openness. (F) 

26.	In the 1917 revolution, the Bolsheviks defeated the Mensheviks. (T) 

27.	Following the 1917 revolution, Ukraine, Georgia, Armenia, and several other areas proclaimed their independence. (T) 

28.	Nicholas II was the last czar. (T) 

29.	The political arm of the old Soviet communist party was known as the Gosplan. (F) 

30.	The sovkhoz was the larger collectivized form of agriculture in the old Soviet Union. (T) 

31.	Within the Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republics, smaller units, called Soviet Socialist Republics, were established. (F) 
32.	Under the Soviet economic system, assignment by Moscow, rather than market forces, ensured the development of places. (T) 

33.	In pursuit of communist reconstruction, Lenin starved millions of Ukrainian peasants to death. (F) 

34.	Whereas great industrial progress had been achieved under communism, the Soviet agricultural sector remained inefficient and a persistent problem. (T) 

Russia’s Changing Political Geography

35.	Since the fall of the old communist regime, Moscow and the government in it have become to be more and more respected by people throughout the country. (F) 

36.	The Jewish Autonomous Region was not successful in attracting the vast majority of Russia’s Jewish population. (T) 

37.	The SSRs were at a higher level of independence than the ASSRs under the old Soviet system. (T) 

38.	The Russian Federation now contains only about 30 internal political units. (F) 

Russian Republics: Table 2-2

39.	The Mordovian Republic is one of the newly independent states that has joined the Commonwealth of Independent States. (F) 

40.	The Chuvash comprise about 70% of their republic’s population, which is located east of Moscow. (T) 

41.	The Mari Republic has timber-based industries and is almost half Russian. (T) 

42.	Tatar nationalism is a strong force in the Tatar Republic and Muslim fervor runs high. (T) 

43.	The Udmurt Republic is loyal to Moscow because of its Russian majority. (F) 

44.	Bashkorts are a Finnic people who settled in the Bashkort Republic in the 1990s. (F) 

45.	Dagestan Republic, at the eastern end of the Caucasus Mountains, contains some 30 distinct nationalities. (T) 

46.	The Dagestan Republic has received significant support from Moscow, in part to keep the Chechenyan revolt from spreading into this Republic. (T) 

47.	Chechenyans are revolting against Russian rule because they want to reunite with the Dagestan Republic. (F) 
48.	The Ingush Republic was, at one time, a part of the North Ossetian Republic. (F) 
49.	The North Ossetians feel an ethnic affinity with peoples in the Ukraine. (F) 

50.	The Kabardinians constitute only 10% of the population of the Kabardino-Balkar Republic. (F) 

51.	The Karachayevo-Cherkess Republic is the Russian Switzerland. (T) 

52.	Stalin accused the Kalmyks of collaborating with the invading Germans, and, after the war, exiled the entire population to Soviet Central Asia. (T) 

53.	The Karelian Republic is a Russian republic with a Finnic minority. (T) 

54.	The Komi Republic is a large republic to the northeast of Moscow is 70% Russian. (T)  

55.	The Sakha Republic is the largest of the republics in Russia. (T) 

56.	The Russian republic that has the most natural resources is probably the Sakha Republic. (T) 

Republics of the Southeast

57.	The Altay Republic is situated at the sensitive crossroads where Russia, Kazakstan, China and Mongolia meet. (T) 

58.	The Khakas Republic is inhabited by Turkish nomads and by ethnic Russians attracted by copper ore, iron, and gold. (T) 

59.	The Buryat Republic is a Russian republic that sits astride Lake Baykal. (T) 

60.	The Tyva Republic is a Russian republic on the Mongolian border that has been claimed by the Chinese. (T) 

Russia’s Prospects

61.	Russia has written off the former Soviet Socialist Republics as regions not worth its attention given its own internal problems. (F) 

62.	Mackinder argued for the rimland theory of geopolitics. (F) 

63.	Data from the former Soviet Union have proven to be reliable. (F) 

64.	Mackinder is to heartland theory what Spykman is to rimland theory. (T) 

65.	China and Russia have several outstanding border disputes. (T) 

66.	The CIS has proven to be a major force on the world stage. (F) 

Russian Core and Peripheries

67.	St. Petersburg, with reference to the Russian domestic market, has great locational (situational) advantages over Moscow. (F) 

68.	The heartland of a state is known as the capital city. (F) 

69.	Moscow lies at the heart of the Central Industrial Region. (T) 

70.	St. Petersburg was at the vanguard of the Industrial Revolution in Russia. (T) 

71.	Povolzhye” is the Russian name for an area that extends along the middle and lower Volga River. (T) 

72.	World War II brought significant development to the Volga River area. (T) 

Southern Peripheries

73.	Georgia is the only Transcaucasian republic with a Caspian Sea coastline. (F) 

74.	Muslim Azeris look across the border to Iraq for support of their cause. (F) 

75.	Baki (Baku) is an oil city on the Caspian Sea. (T) 

76.	Abkhazia has revolted against Georgia for its independence. (T) 

77.	Azerbaijan and Armenia have been fighting over Nagorno-Karabakh. (T) 


The Eastern Frontier

78.	The Kuznetsk Basin is also referred to as the “Kuzbas.” (T) 

79.	The Sakha Republic is known as Russia’s freezer. (F) 

80.	The large city at the southern end of Lake Baykal is Irkutsk. (T) 

Siberia 

81.	Siberia is as large as the coterminous U.S., but has a population of only about 15 million. (T) 

82.	During the worst excesses of the Stalin era, dissidents were exiled to Siberia. (T) 

The Russian Far East

83.	Although the Far East remains a sparsely populated area, Russian fishing fleets sail from Vladivostok into the Sea of Okhotsk. (T) 

84.	The eastward flow of Russians to the Pacific coastal zone has been so great as to overburden the available accommodations there, and restrictions have been necessitated. (F) 

85.	The Far East has benefitted significantly from the geographic proximity of Japan. (F) 


Matching

86.	Georgia (D)
87.	Armenia (A)
88.	Ukraine (B)
89.	Lithuania (E)
90.	Belarus (C)

A. earthquake prone
B. grain production
C. Mensk (Minsk)
D. birthplace of Stalin
E. Baltic republic

91.	Oil center on Caspian Sea (C)
92.	Formerly St. Petersburg (B)
93.	Pacific terminus of Trans‑Siberian Railroad (E)
94.	Northern seaport (A)
95.	Virgin and Idle Lands project (D)

A. Murmansk
B. Leningrad
C. Baki (Baku)
D. Tselinograd
E. Vladivostok

Fill Ins

96.	Leningrad is today known as __________. (St. Petersburg)

97.	The policy introduced by Gorbachev that introduced economic reforms was called _______ . (perestroika and glasnost) 
98.	The USSR went out of existence in what year? ___________ (1991)

99.	A princedom in Russia was known as a __________. (Rus)

100. The czar principally responsible for trying to modernize Russia to a European style state was     __________. (Peter the Great)

101. Before the 1860s, the American state of __________ was part of the USSR. (Alaska)

102. To spur development in the far eastern portion of the Soviet Union, the ___________ railroad was      	 constructed. [Baykal-Amur Mainline Railroad (BAM)]

103. The Russian republic that was, at one time, part of the Chinese empire is known today as      	 ____________. (Tyva Republic)

104. Development in the Povolzhye has been sparked, in part, by the development of the __________       Canal. (Volga-Don)

105. The Kuznetsk Basin is also known as the __________. (Kuzbas)

106. The region of Russia known as Russia’s freezer is __________. (Siberia)

107. An area that is disputed between Japan and Russia that is holding up a peace treaty between the two   	 countries is the _______________. (Kurile Islands)

108. The policies of __________ (which person) resulted in millions of deaths in the Ukraine due to   	 starvation. (Stalin)

109. The area between the Black and the Caspian Seas is known as the _______________.   (Transcaucasia)


